**Reading Recommendations**

- **Hex Allen and the Clanksmiths**
  - **Jasmine Florentine**
  - Hex hopes to change her future by asking a legendary dragon to grant her greatest wish.
  - *(J) Florentine*

- **Treasure Tracks**
  - **Sallie Anne Rodriguez**
  - Fin goes on a diving hunt for missing treasure, hoping to find a family legacy.
  - *(J) Rodriguez*

- **A Rover's Story**
  - **Jasmine Warga**
  - Built to explore Mars, Resilience is tested in ways that go beyond space exploration.
  - *(J) Warga*

- **PAWS: Mindy Makes Some Space**
  - **Nathan Fairbairn**
  - Will Mindy be able to overcome her fears and learn that change doesn't have to be a catastrophe?
  - *(J Graphic Novel) Fairbairn*

- **To Catch a Thief**
  - **Martha Brockenbrough**
  - Amelia wants to save the stray dog she’s come to love, but she’ll have to catch a thief first.
  - *(J) Brockenbrough*

- **Freddie vs. the Family Curse**
  - **Tracy Badua**
  - Freddie discovers an ancient amulet and has 13 days to break a curse or meet an untimely demise.
  - *(J) Badua*

- **Save Noah**
  - **Yarrow Cheney**
  - Noah is the only normal person in Superworld, but that might be the only thing that saves the day when an evil villain attacks.
  - *(J) Cheney*

- **How Not to Get Eaten**
  - **Josette Reeves**
  - A fascinating glimpse into the clever and creative ways animals protect themselves from predators.
  - *(591.47 Re)*

- **The Big Book of W.O.W.**
  - **Kelly Hargrave**
  - Embrace your inner adventurer as you explore the most incredible wonders of our world.
  - *(031.02 Ha)*

- **The Patron Thief of Bread**
  - **Lindsay Eagar**
  - A thief becomes a baker’s apprentice, and a gargoyle grows tired of waiting to fulfill his destiny.
  - *(J) Eagar*

- **Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky**
  - **Kwame Mbalia**
  - Can Tristan save the world before he loses more of the things he loves?
  - *(J Graphic Novel) Mbalia*

- **The Mind-Blowing World of Extraordinary Competitions**
  - **Anna Goldfield**
  - Learn about the most incredible competitions from around the world.
  - *(790.134 Go)*

- **Mihi Ever After**
  - **Tae Keller**
  - When Mihi and her friends find a portal to a fairy tale realm, she finally gets her shot at being a princess.
  - *(J) Keller*

- **The Summer of June**
  - **Jamie Sumner**
  - With the help of a new friend, June starts a secret library garden and hatches a plan to make her dreams come true.
  - *(J) Sumner*

- **Ruby Finley vs. the Interstellar Invasion**
  - **K. Tempest Bradford**
  - Ruby accidentally captures an alien bug that escapes and starts wreaking havoc in the neighborhood.
  - *(J) Bradford*

*Books with this symbol are available in other formats. Please see a librarian for info.*
**Garlic & the Witch** *Bree Paulsen*
Garlic must make a perilous journey to the Magic Market to find ingredients she needs to help a friend.
*(J Graphic Novel) Paulsen*

**Cress Watercress** *Gregory Maguire*
Cress wonders if a dead tree full of annoying neighbors - and no papa - will ever feel like home.
*(J) Maguire*

**Flipping Forward Twisting Backward** *Alma Fullerton*
Hiding the fact that she cannot read by acting out, Claire must find strength to overcome her challenges.
*(J) Fullerton*

**Hana Hsu and the Ghost Crab Nation** *Sylvia Liu*
Hana uncovers a plot to genetically manipulate her classmates, and her mother might be involved.
*(J) Liu*

**Killer Underwear Invasion!** *Elise Gravel*
A hilarious and timely tool to help learn how to tell what news is true and what isn’t.
*(070.4 Gr)*

**Race for the Escape** *Christopher Edge*
Five kids. One ultimate escape room. Can they solve it, or will they die trying?
*(J) Edge*

**Operation Sisterhood** *Olugbemisola Rhuday-Perkovich*
Bo isn’t sure if there is room for her in her new blended family.
*(J) Rhuday-Perkovich*

**Lumberjackula** *Mat Heagery*
Jack must choose between two schools when all he really wants to do is dance.
*(J Graphic Novel) Heagery*

**Wow in the Wild** *Mindy Thomas*
Venture onto land and into the sky and sea to discover the WOW of earth’s creatures both big and small.
*(590.2 Th)*

**The Sister Switch** *Sarah Mlynowski*
Tired of being the middle sister, Addie uses a magical bracelet to switch places with her older sister.
*(J) Mlynowski*

**Star Knights** *Kay Davault*
A simple frog who wants to become a legendary knight finds himself on a magical journey.
*(J Graphic Novel) Davault*

**The First Cat in Space Ate Pizza** *Mac Barnett*
Rats are eating the moon! There’s only one hero for the job. A cat.
*(J Graphic Novel) Barnett*

**Not Starring Zadie Louise** *Joy McCullough*
With her mom’s job and theater on the line, Zadie is determined to help the show be a hit.
*(J) McCullough*

**Big Tree** *Brian Selznick*
Sycamore seed siblings Merwin and Louise must use their wits to navigate a mysterious and often dangerous world.
*(J) Selznick*

*Books with this symbol are available in other formats. Please see a librarian for info.*